
DJI M300 RTK
A New Standard For Commercial
Drone Operations



The M300 RTK is DJI's flagship commercial drone
platform, setting a new standard for enterprise
operations.

This innovative aircraft combines intelligence with high-
performance and reliability to empower a cross-section
of industry verticals, including firefighting, search and
rescue, law enforcement, inspection, and oil and gas.

Key features include:

Setting A New Standard 

8 km (CE) /  15 km (FCC) maximum transmission distance

55 minute maximum flight time

6 directional sensing and positioning

Primary Flight Display

IP45 Rating

-20°C to 50°C operating temperature

Hot-swappable battery

Carry up to three payloads at once



Engineered exclusively for the M300 RTK, the H20
payloads are powerful solutions to collect accurate real-
time data and enhance mission efficiency.

Powerful Payloads

20 MP Zoom Camera, with 23x hybrid optical zoom
and 200x  max zoom
12̀ MP Wide Camera
1200 m Laser Rangefinder
640 x 512 px Radiometric Thermal Camera 

H20T - Quad-sensor Solution

20 MP Zoom Camera, with 23x hybrid optical zoom
and 200x  max zoom
12̀ MP Wide Camera
1200 m Laser Rangefinder 

H20 - Triple-sensor Solution

The M300 RTK can be integrated with third-party
payloads to expand mission versatility. It can carry up to
three payloads simultaneously, with a 2.7 kg max payload
capacity, and a maximum take-off weight of 9 kg.



Smart Inspection

Live Mission Recording

Create up to 65,535 waypoints and set multiple actions for
one or more payloads, including third-party ones, at each
waypoint. Flightpath planning is also optimised to maximise
flexibility and efficiency for your missions.

Record mission actions such as aircraft movement, gimbal
orientation, photo shooting, and zoom level to create
sample mission files for future automated inspections.

Automate routine inspections and capture consistent
results every time. Onboard AI with the H20 Series
cameras recognises the subject of interest and identifies it
in subsequent automated missions to ensure consistent
framing.

Either operator can obtain control of the aircraft or payload
with a single tap. This creates new possibilities for EVLOS
and BVLOS missions and increases flight safety.

AI Spot-Check

Waypoints 2.0

Advanced Dual Control



45 MP full-frame sensor
Achieve 3 cm horizontal and 5 cm vertical accuracies,
without any ground control points
Highly efficient, cover 3km² in a single flight
3-axis stabilised gimbal with Smart Oblique Capture,
ideal for large surveying sites
Interchangeable fixed-focus lenses (24/35/50mm)

Integrated LiDAR module, 20 MP RGB camera, and high-
accuracy IMU
Highly efficient, cover up to 2 km² in a single flight
IP44 rating
Supports three returns, 450m detection rage, 240,000
pts/s
5 cm vertical accuracy / 10 cm horizontal accuracy

The M300 RTK becomes an efficient and effective
surveying tool when paired with the P1 photogrammetry
camera or the L1 LiDAR sensor. Combine with the DJI
Terra mapping software for an end-to-end solution. 

M300 RTK For Surveying

DJI Zenmuse P1

DJI Zenmuse L1



The M300 RTK with H20 payload series
has boosted Valmont Utility's efficiency
by at least 30%.

"When it comes to inspecting powerlines,
the zoom on the H20 payload series
saves us about 10 minutes on each
structure. Overall, the M300 RTK with
Zenmuse H20 Series payload has
increased our efficiency by at least 30%.
This means that this drone is not just a
purchase for us; it’s an investment that
pays for itself."

Jake Lahmann - Valmont Utility



The M300 RTK is DJI's most rugged aircraft. It is not totally
waterproof, but can withstand 100mm of rain in 24 hours. The
drone can perform in temperatures from -20°C to 50°C. 

Safe And Reliable

Next-gen Collision Avoidance And Redundancy

Six direction dual visual sensors and dual Time of Flight
sensors; Back-ups of 12 vital flight components, so if one
fails, the back-up kicks in; Auxilliary lights. 

Dual RTK antennas enable the aircraft to navigate complex
environments with high electromagnetic interference, such
as powerlines. GNSS module aids accurate positioning. 

Primary Flight Display provides real-time telemetry data;
Three-propeller emergency landing; ADS-B receiver
(AirSense); Aircraft Health Management System. 

RTK + GNSS Module

IP45 Weather Rating

Other Safety Features



The M300 RTK has remarkable stamina, enabling operators 
to collect more data in a single flight.

Incredible Endurance

M300 RTK Flight Times

55 minutes: No Payload.

48 minutes: With the XT S

46 minutes: With the Z30

45 minutes: With the XT2 or the H20

43 minutes: With the H20T

40 minutes: With the H20 + XT S

39 minutes: With the H20 + XT2

31 minutes: Max Load



Global oil giant Shell used the M300 RTK
- and saved $100,000 on a single job.

"The biggest plus of the M300 is the H20
camera series. Using the full digital zoom,
you’re still getting a crystal clear picture
of what you’re trying to look at. You’re
getting every detail you could ever want.
And there’s no more guessing. We can
get the same picture of the same tank
every week, which makes it a lot easier to
compare any issues and make smarter
maintenance decisions.”

John McClain - Shell



CSM Radar

The CSM Radar enhances situational awareness. It can
detect thin obstacles, such as wires and branches; works
at night; and can detect objects up to 30 metres away.

TB60 Intelligent Flight Battery

The high-capacity, hot-swappable TB60 Intelligent Flight
Battery lets operators change batteries without powering
off, saving time during critical missions. 

Battery Station

The battery station manages up to 8 flight batteries and 4
remote controller batteries, while fast charging allows you
to conduct your missions without running out of power. 

DJI Smart Controller Enterprise

The DJI Smart Controller Enterprise comes with an ultra-
bright 5.5-inch 1080p display that maintains clear visibility
even in direct sunlight. 

M300 RTK Accessories



Heliguy: Your Drone Partner

Drone Supply And Support

Free consultancy; Vast inventory of stock for instant supply,
scaling and immediate swap outs; Drone rental; Global network
of industry partners; Service level agreements; Next-day
delivery; Finance options available; IATA Certified to globally
ship high-power batteries by air.

Drone Training

CAA-approved courses; Online training; 3,000+ candidates
taught; Closed courses and industry-specific training - we've
delivered to the likes of Network Rail and UK emergency
services; CPD courses; Industry application courses, like GIS
and industrial inspection; Streamlined Operations Manual
creation and renewal; OSC consultancy; Handover days;
Lifetime support. 

In-house DJI-approved Repair Centre

Crash support and repairs management; Instant replacement of
dead on arrival products, including over-the-phone fault
diagnosis with one of four technicians, and free
returns/replacements of faulty items; Warranty
repairs/replacements at no extra cost, including access to
repairs infrastructure in the UK from our Repair Centre;
Firmware upgrade and set-up support; Data analysis, premium
customer support, and resolution with the manufacturer. 



Testimonials

Equipment Shipped Straight To Site

"Heliguy has industry-recognised expertise and offers a
fantastic range of products. Heliguy offers a good range of
support, from the initial query, through the transaction and then
advice and technical support after the purchase.
Communication is easy and they will ship any rental equipment
you require straight to site so you can be running without
delay."

Professional Training Course

"The course was very professional, very well structured and
very well delivered. I know the instructors are great at what
they do. For me, the most important part is the flying aspect, so
I know the candidates are in safe hands.”

Pulling Out The Stops

"I honestly couldn't think of a better team to work with because
Heliguy pulls out all of the stops to make sure you have what
you need and that every problem has been covered."

Wayne Hughes - Balfour Beatty

Paul Lindup - Network Rail

Lee Newman - London Fire Brigade



Contact us to discuss the M300 RTK and 
how it can transform your workflows. 

E: info@heliguy.com
T: 0191 296 1024
W: www.heliguy.com 


